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Performance Goal Text:
Women astronauts are more susceptible to postflight orthostatic hypotension and presyncope than are men. The reasons
are not defined. Most bedrest studies that seek mechanisms of cardiovascular changes in response to microgravity have
not included women. As a result, many conclusions about the effects of simulated microgravity on humans are flawed,
in that they fail to describe mechanisms in the very people who have the most serious problems. We propose to
determine how differences in strategies of arterial pressure control in men and women affect orthostatic tolerance both
before and after bedrest. We will study endothelium-dependent, endothelium-independent and adrenergic receptor
responses in both arteries and veins, before and after bedrest. In addition, we will measure plasma volumes, and
hemodynamic and neuroendocrine responses to arterial and cardiopulmonary baroreceptor inputs, in women versus men,
before and after bedrest. We also intend to pursue in humans the recent animal data which shows that different vascular
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beds respond differently to simulated microgravity. Hindlimb-suspended rats show hypertrophic remodeling of the
vessels in their forelimbs and atrophic remodeling in the vessels of their hindlimbs. This is thought to occur because
changes in transmural pressures and shear forces with hindlimb suspension occur in opposite directions in the upper and
lower extremities. These studies have not been repeated in female rats, and nothing like this has been performed in
humans of either gender. Since humans are bipedal, bedrest would greatly reduce transmural pressures and shear forces
in the legs but not the arms. If vessel remodeling follows the patterns in humans as in the rats, large changes could occur
which might contribute to orthostatic hypotension after bedrest. Accordingly, we plan to repeat the vascular
measurements mentioned above in both upper and lower extremities before and after bed rest and relate the findings to
the occurrence of orthostatic hypotension.

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

During this research new protocols have been developed to study vascular responses. These new protocols will help
determine the components of acetylcholine-mediated vasodilation in both normal and disease states. This protocol will
also help determine the importance of the renin-aldosterone system in male and female responses to dehydration.
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NOTE: PI change effective 12/1/2006--see PI Steven Platts for continuation information for this task (note added
4/2008)
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